End-to-end speech recognition systems have achieved competitive results compared to traditional systems. However, the complex transformations involved between layers given highly variable acoustic signals are hard to analyze. In this paper, we present our ASR probing model, which synthesizes speech from hidden representations of end-to-end ASR to examine the information maintain after each layer calculation. Listening to the synthesized speech, we observe gradual removal of speaker variability and noise as the layer goes deeper, which aligns with the previous studies on how deep network functions in speech recognition. This paper is the first study analyzing the end-to-end speech recognition model by demonstrating what each layer hears. Speaker verification and speech enhancement measurements on synthesized speech are also conducted to confirm our observation further.
INTRODUCTION
Traditional ASR systems consist of multiple modules: an acoustic model, a language model, and a pronunciation lexicon. Each of them is trained separately and then composed together to perform speech recognition. Complex training procedures are required to obtain state-of-the-art results. End-to-end systems, on the other hand, enjoy several benefits over traditional hybrid systems. The training pipeline is often more straightforward, and each submodule can be optimized jointly to avoid error propagation. State-of-the-art results have also been reported given the vast amount of training data [1] .
However, the black-box nature of end-to-end systems prohibits researchers from analyzing the functionality of every single module, e.g., in what layer does the network perform denoising, remove speaker information, or extract linguistic features? This has led the community to develop various techniques to dissect end-to-end systems, with the hope of Two authors contribute equally. better comprehending the complex, highly nonlinear transformations inside the network. Previous research analyzing end-to-end ASR involves investigating the underlying phonetic representations learned in the course of training [2, 3, 4] . Interpretable filters with SincNet [5] is proposed and shown capable of removing noise after training.
Visualization of model internals is a widely considered way to analyze deep networks. Examples include visualizing filters in CNNs [6] , plotting saliency maps [7] , or drawing alignments learned by attention-based sequence-to-sequence models in end-to-end ASR [8] . Visualization of convolutional kernels is natural for image-related tasks, which led us to wonder whether we can "audify" hidden layers in a similar way, namely, to hear what the layers hear. While the studies above provide fruitful insight regarding the working mechanism of end-to-end systems, approaches utilizing perception other than vision have yet to be discovered.
We propose an intuitive and interpretable method of studying what network layers in end-to-end ASR "hear" when transcribing speech. This is done via reconstructing the input speech from hidden layers of a trained end-to-end ASR system, as shown in figure 1. The experimental results show that the information of speaker characteristics and noise is gradually discarded in each layer, and representations of the same linguistic content spoken by different speakers and under various recording conditions are normalized, which is in line with previous findings [2] .
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to analyze the behavior inside end-to-end ASR models with speech reconstruction from the hidden representations of the network. We strongly recommend the readers to listen to the recovered samples on the demo page 1 .
METHODOLOGY

End-to-end ASR Systems
To describe our proposed method, we first introduce an endto-end automatic speech recognition paradigm to be analyzed and define notations in use.
With the goal of investigating different aspect of input signal preserved by the end-to-end ASR in mind, we denote the speech data x to be composed of three different components: the linguistic content z, the identity of the speaker s and any other information present in the audio signal n such as recording conditions. Given the paired training data x and z, an endto-end ASR model can be treated as a function z = ASR(x) which transcribes speech to text. Further more, for the k-th layer of our interest to synthesize speech, we denote the hidden representation h k = ASR k (x).
Probing Model
In this section, we present our approach of probing model internals through reconstruction.
With hidden representations h k extracted from the k-th layer of ASR, our probing model is trained to recover the input speech using simple feed-forward networks. Formally, let the probing model be D k andx being the synthesized speech, our synthesizer can be trained with the standard reconstruction loss:
Since ASR models extract only the linguistic content z inside the input speech, speaker characteristics s and noises n are discarded in the hidden representations h k . The reconstruction loss thus acts as a surrogate for measuring the loss of s and n. Lets k andñ k be the amount of information left in h k . L recon is therefore a proxy of the difference between {s, n} and {s k ,ñ k }.
Note that our probing model are made non-contextual, and observe simply the current frame representation. We avoid using attention-based models like Tacotron [9] where every output frame has access to the whole input signal. This ensures that our probing model faithfully convey information left in the intermediate representations learned by the speech-to-text model.
Measuring the voice of each layer
Once we are able to synthesize speech using probing model, we can directly adopt various metrics evaluated on the raw 1 https://yuanpj.github.io/Voice-in-ASR/ waveform to analyze the intermediate representations of end-to-end ASR. For instance, speaker verification can be conducted to measure the amount of speaker information present in the hidden layers; metrics evaluating performance of speech enhancement models such as perceptual evaluation of speech quality(PESQ) [10] and short-time objective intelligibility(STOI) [11] can also be employed to determine the denoising capability of noise-robust ASR.
EXPERIMENTS
Experimental Setup
Data sets We use the train-clean-100 subset of LibriSpeech [12] as our clean set for training and the dev-clean and testclean subset is used for development and evaluation. We also augment the clean training set with MUSAN [13] corpus in the settings roughly following that of X-Vector [14] as our noisy set and mix the test-clean set with noises at fixed SNR ratio (20, 10, 0dB).
E2E ASR Models We explore two ASR architectures in the experiments. One is a VGG-LSTM model similar to [15] , which is comprised of 4 convolutional layers and 5 bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM) layers. Each convolutional layer is followed by a ReLU activation layer and max-pooing is applied every 2 convolutional layers. The other one is a pure-LSTM model, which has only 5 bidirectional LSTM layers, with downsampling performed after 2, 3 and 4-th layer. The input to the models is 80-dimensional mel-spectrograms. Deltas and accelerations are added and stacked along the channel dimension. Both models are trained with Connectionist Temporal Classification(CTC) loss. Table  1 shows the achieved WER(%) of the models. We take the models trained on clean set without augmentation data as our baseline ASR models, and the ones trained on noisy set are our noise-robust ASR models.
Probing Model A 4-layered Highway network is used for probing model of all hidden layers. Hidden states of downsampled layers are first up-sampled back by a linear projection then fed into the Highway network. The model is trained to minimize L1 loss between the synthesized and the original mel-spectrograms.
For post-processing, we obtain linear spectrograms by applying pseudo-inverse on generated mel-filterbanks, and then use the Griffin-Lim reconstruction algorithm to generate speech waveform.
Speaker Information
Objective evaluation. Two speaker verification systems in the previous study are implemented to quantify the amount of speaker information of recovered speech. The first model, following [17] , which is a LSTM-based neural architecture, maps a sequence of variable-length mel-spectrogram frames to a fixed-dimensional embedding and is trained using the generalized end-to-end(GE2E) loss function. The second model, ThinResNet [16] is composed of a modified ResNet architecture, which extracts the features from the spectrogram of a speech utterance, and a NetVLAD/GhostVLAD [18] layer to aggregate the features along the temporal axis to an embedding. Both models are trained on the VoxCeleb2 [19] dataset, which is comprised of 1 million utterances from 6000 different speakers, and can achieve 4.51%, 3.34% EER respectively on the test-clean split of LibriSpeech [12] dataset.
We reconstruct a bunch of speech utterances from every layer of the 4 kinds of ASR models. Then we randomly sample the same number of positive and negative pairs to test the above two speaker verification models to estimate the amount of speaker information. The results are shown in Table 2 (We only present the results from ThinResNet because the results from two speaker verification models are quite similar.) The two big columns represent the ASR network architectures, and from left to right is from the top layer to the deepest layer. Rows(a, c, e, g) mean that we take the speech at different SNR ratio as the robust VGG-LSTM or pure-LSTM inputs, while rows(b, d, f, h) are to feed the baseline ASR models. If we listen to the recovered speech, we can directly recognize that utterances of different speakers from the deeper layer become more indistinguishable from each other than shallower layer. Meanwhile, the EER values are increased along the layers of all models, meaning that the speaker characteristics are gradually removed out steps by steps.
In comparison between the EER of two network architecture, we found that the cnn part of VGG-LSTM slightly influences the speaker information of hidden representation, while the lstm parts of both architecture seriously wipe out the speaker information.
It's worth noting that although both the baseline and robust ASR models have similar EER when the inputs are clean, robust ASR can achieve better EER under noisy conditions. This could be attributed to the ability of robust models to remove the interference of other speakers in noisy speech.
Subjective evaluation. We also perform a human evaluation test to ensure that the measurement of speaker verification models on the reconstructed speech is consistent with that performed by human beings. The recovered speech is reconstructed from the hidden representations of well-trained robust VGG-LSTM ASR model. For the speaker verification measurements, we sample the same number of positive and negative reconstructed speech utterance pairs out of 6 layers, to test the two speaker verification models which will be described in the section 3.2. For the human evaluation test, we randomly sample 10 recovered speech utterance triplets (two from the same speaker, one from another) of 6 layers. Subjects first listen to two speech utterances from different speakers, and then listen to the third one and answer which speaker is same as the third one. Human error rate(HER) calculates subjects' mean error rate of the triplets from same layers. Figure 2 shows the result of the robust VGG-LSTM ASR model. In Figure 2a , the EER of both the speaker verification measurement remain low before blstm1, but then the values are dramatically increased at blstm3 and blstm5.
Results of subjective test Figure 2b are consistent with that of speaker verification models. Most people can verify the correct speaker before blstm1. However, the reconstruct utterances from deeper layers are also hard for people to verify, so the HER also greatly rises after blstm1. 
Noise Information
In this section, we compare intermediate representations learnt by baseline models and that of their noise-robust counterparts trained on noise-augmented samples. [20, 21] proposed learning noise-invariant representation for automatic speech recognition, which makes us curious about whether models trained with distorted audio samples automatically learns to draw noisy and clean inputs closer together in the hidden layers. In Figure 4 we report STOI on baseline and robust ASR. We observe an inevitable drop of STOI in both baseline and robust VGG-LSTM. This can be attributed to the loss of speaker information and subsequent degradation of intelligibility. However, the gap of STOI between baseline and robust ASR widens starting from blstm1 all the way to blstm5. We suspect that in our models, first few layers of LSTM serves the purpose of removing the background noise information. Visualization of the mel-spectrograms generated by our probing model further supports the claim. In Figure 3 , our probing model, taking the blstm1 layer of noise-robust VGG-LSTM as input, which is asked to reconstruct both noisy and clean speech, failed to recover the corrupted speech in figure 3e, demonstrating that noise-robust ASR successfully eliminates added noise in its hidden representation.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we seek to answer the question of what a neural network layer hear through directly recovering speech from hidden representations of end-to-end ASR model. We demonstrate that properties of hidden layers can be interpreted and synthesized into the form perceptible by human other than vision, thanks to the task nature of ASR. Various measures including subjective and objective test are conducted on synthesized speech, and evaluation of speaker variability and noise robustness show findings highly consistent with the literature, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
